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- A huge amount of certificates 



- Countermeasures  



- The fundamental solution 



2007 

A working team 
set up 

Business 
requirement 
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finished 

The China  
E-cert System 

developed 

E-cert system 
officially 
started 

2008 

2009 

2010.1 

The cooperation mechanism with other  
countries on electronic certification has  

been gradually established.  





- The Main Features 

Standardization 1、 



- The Main Features 

Flexibility 2、 



- The Main Features 

Openness 3、 



- The Main Features 

Timeliness 4、 



- The Main Features 

Security 5、 



- The Main Features 

Simplicity 6、 





- Expand E-cert cooperation 



A       B       C       D 

6M 

>40 

300 
2.6M 

A. Over 6 million E-certs uploaded 

B. Over 40 countries using the system 

C. Nearly 300 officials using the system 

D. 2.6 million E-certs verified 

- Development & Achievements 



- Cooperative agreements signed 

New 

Zealand Australia Netherlands 



- Countries or areas communicated 



- Benefits 

Effectively preventing 

counterfeiting certificates 

Facilitating consignments 

clearance 

Enhancing security of official 

certificates 

Benefits of the 
implementation 

of e-cert 

Ensure quality, hygiene & security 

of I/E products 

Promoting international trade 

facilitation 



1. Speed up consignments clearance 



2. Effectively prevent fraudulent certificates 



3. Keep the smooth communication channel 



3. Keep the smooth communication channel 





- Difference Analysis 

• 1、E-cert system under the “single window of international trade” 

framework 

• 2、E-cert system under “single window” framework 

• 3、The system which can realize integration management of certain 

certificates in the country 

• 4、Apply systems according to the supervision departments or goods 

types to issue certificate 

        System integration 

levels 
1、 



- Difference Analysis 

• 1. Those countries that have realized international data 

exchange of E-cert based on the established domestic E-

cert system.  

• 2. Those countries that have already had E-cert system but 

haven’t developed data exchange.  

Cooperation Level 2、 



- Difference Analysis  

Data exchange modes of 
E-cert 

3、 



- The Main Features 

 Expression 
patterns of E-cert 

4、 







 Under the organizational framework of ESCAP, we should actively to 

promote the members of ESCAP to cooperate in E-cert area and to 

explore to establish E-cert verification mechanism between members so 

that we can enhance the level of paperless and trade facilitation. 

 We should actively promote all members of ESCAP to use E-cert system 

of China and realize E-cert verification between China and other 

members as soon as possible so that we can reduce transaction cost, 

transaction time, transaction risk, promote trade facilitation and ensure 

safety of goods traded between members in sub-region. 

 We cherish this opportunity and hope to share the successful experience 

in E-cert with all members of ESCAP through the platform. And we also 

hope to help those countries interested in the area to establish E-cert 

system by capacity-building and technical assistance of system. 

  



         Communication with the countries within the region is the first 

step to develop international cooperation in E-cert verification in 

ESCAP region. 

Under the framework of mechanism existed, take advantage of every 

conference and meeting to exchange and communicate information 

about E-cert with every country. Widen publicity to further expand the 

scope of online verification and influence of E-cert, which will be the 

great base to implement E-cert verification in ESCAP region. 

-Strengthen communication and widen publicity (first 

phase 2014-2015)  



-Visit, consultation and negotiation (second phase 2015-

2016) 

E-cert verification relates to the intergovernmental cooperation of 

countries in ESCAP region, therefore we should strengthen 

communication with those countries that are capable to exchange E-

cert and are interested in E-cert from the height of government 

cooperation and from the perspective of clearance improvement, 

counterfeiting combat and mutual-trust in trade; should carry out 

specific consultations on the basis of mutual benefit and win for all; 

should consider actively bilateral cooperation agreement of E-cert 

issue and promote multilateral cooperation with bilateral cooperation 

so that we can plan and establish E-cert verification system within the 

region.  



-Determining the approach and scope of 
cooperation (the third phase 2016-2018) 
 



- Determining the approach and scope of cooperation (the 

third phase 2016-2018) 

All countries in ESCAP region have their own advantages in 

resources. Therefore, in the process of cooperation in E-cert, we can 

apply different approaches according to the facts of different 

countries. We can entirely or locally promote the cooperation, can 

take the sensitive goods or main trade goods as the center to pace to 

proceedings and finally achieve full coverage of trade goods. 



-Share achievements，and win for all  

      Our goal is to establish a E-cert platform in 

the region suitable for all the countries and to 

establish a platform to effectively communicate 

trade information in sub-region on the base of 

exchange and verification of E-cert information 

and data, to improve soft environment of trade in 

the region, and to further promote the 

development of trade facilitation and paperless. 




